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Global Connections is based in Pembroke, West Wales, a
beautiful, predominantly rural region with a rich history and
culture. It is, however, marked by poverty-linked issues of
isolation, low population density, youth migration, and
unemployment. Two thirds of West Wales receives EU
Objective 1 status. Its economy has been hampered by BSE
and Foot and Mouth as well as an over-reliance on inward
investment by TNCs such as Esso, Gulf Oil, Corus Steel,
Sony and more recently, call centres for media giants such as
ITV digital. 

It was within this setting of increasing social deprivation
and poverty that, in 1997, a diverse group of people involved
locally, regionally and internationally in youth and community
development, campaigning, governance and teaching and
research in wider development issues came together. The
group shared the view that many of these issues linked the
region with the South and that civil society development in the
region could benefit from sharing lessons and experiences
with the South. They felt that socio-cultural and economic
globalisation needed to be considered in the context of the
livelihoods and rights of individuals and communities.

Building and adapting lessons from the South to
incorporate a global livelihood rights perspective to
sustainable development, Global Connections developed the
potential of linking local and global livelihood systems with
education in both formal and informal settings. The emphasis
was initially on young people, broadening later into the wider
community through the voluntary sector and adult learning.

A primary focus of the global livelihoods rights perspective
is the linkages between civil society and public institutions, to
develop young people’s awareness and understanding of
international and national policies and processes and their
ability to relate these to individual priorities and realities. In
Wales this involved the DFID white paper on globalisation
and poverty (2000) as well as the process of devolution and
the National Assembly of Wales’ distinct focus on education,
learning and a youth service framed around the UN
Convention for the Rights of the Child. These, together with
the accessibility of the National Assembly in comparison with
its predecessors, the Welsh Office and Westminster, opened up
new opportunities for civil society groups to engage with
decision makers.

Global Connections found itself in a key position, working
with predominantly marginalized communities focusing on
social and human development aspects of sustainability, while
closely following academic debates over the general ends of

sustainability (Anand, Sen, Chambers, Conway et al). This
focus distinguished the organisation from the strong
environmental education network, in West Wales, supporting
Amartyr Sen’s proposed definition of sustainability,
‘development that promotes the capabilities of people in the
present without compromising the capabilities of future
generations’. (Sen 2001).

The organisation supported the development, through
education, of a culture of global rights which strengthened the
degree to which disengaged individuals were able to relate to
global society as citizens with rights and responsibilities.
Educational and learning establishments responded positively.

Rurality is a big issue in Wales and one that clearly
distinguishes English Development Education Centres from
their Welsh counterparts. The three Welsh DECs, WEC in
North Wales, PEDEC in Mid Wales and Global Connections
in West Wales, provide a geographical coverage of 75% of the
country while the numbers of educational institutions each
supports are comparable with their English counterparts.
Sparcity and rurality are major constraints that require
strategic thinking. Consequently, the emerging focus of
development education in Wales is on training of trainers in
formal, informal and non-formal education. Each DEC has its
own focus, linking and working with its sister organisations
through Cyfanfyd, the DE network for Wales, to share and
develop good practice.

Global Connections was successful in securing funding
from DFID, the Community Fund, EU Objective 1 structural
regeneration funds and Education and Learning Wales’
Innovation Fund to develop a training of trainers programme.
This meant that we had the resources to become an accredited
training centre and to develop a range of accredited units that
incorporated a livelihoods rights perspective into in-service
training for teachers, adult educators, youth and community
workers.

Key partnerships have been developed with regional
training providers – Careers Wales Teacher Development
Programme, West Wales Youth Worker Training Consortium,
WEA South Wales and the region’s County Voluntary
Councils. Working with each of the partners an accredited
programme of in-service training and training of trainers has
been and is being developed that integrates a global livelihood
rights perspective into mainstream subjects such as key skills,
maths, literacy and ITC, community development and youth
worker training programmes.

Way in the West: making global connections in civil
society

Global Connections is a world studies resource and training centre which believes that Wales can benefit from sharing
lessons and experiences with people from the South, who share similar problems relating to poverty and social
deprivation. Cathryn Al Kanaan reports on a training programme the centre is developing with partners in Belize,
Tanzania and South Africa.
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Global Connections links overseas endorse the need for
development awareness work to have a truly international
focus that adheres to good development education principles,
based on meaningful two way exchanges of information and
knowledge, building on and relating to individual strengths
and experiences. 

The organisation is developing close working partnerships
with training and educational bodies in Belize, Tanzania and
South Africa, focussing on the training of trainers and
educators to incorporate a global livelihoods right perspective
into their training provision, to develop an international
network of like minded organisations that do not forsake the
local for the global or vice versa and are able to become active
and effective members of our global civil society, to celebrate
diversity, understand interdependence and not be swayed by
the eloquent few but to critically analyse situations and
become empowered. In the words of Mahatma Gandhi, ‘I do
not want my house to be walled in on all sides and my

windows to be stuffed. I want the cultures of all the lands to
be blown about my house as freely as possible. But I refuse to
be blown off my feet by any’. (Gandhi, 1920)
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‘Just Business’ (‘JB’) was set up in April 1999 with three
years project funding (approximately £157,000). It started
from the premise that globalisation was the most important
phenomenon of our times. It was further held that, whilst
globalisation is a complex and multi-dimensional entity, its
motor force is the globalisation of the market, both as an
economic system and in the sense that the market for almost
every product, and indeed the market for labour, is now
global. ‘The market’ is at the heart of business studies and
economics in UK secondary schools and colleges. It seemed
appropriate to argue that an understanding of globalisation
was crucial to students’ understanding of the market in the
21st century. 

The project author felt that a key moment had arrived in
economics and business studies syllabus development. Until
recently it had been the practice to critique the operation of
market systems, at GCSE, GNVQ and ‘A’ level, by reference
to systems of state intervention in the economy. With the
demise of the Soviet Union and the privatisation of
nationalised industries, this approach was about to be
consigned to history. What was to replace it? In higher
academia and civil society there was a growing concern and
interest about ethical issues, and particularly business ethics,
the ethics of the market system. There was a clear link
between this concern and the globalisation process. It was an
opportune moment to attempt to put global and ethical issues
on the schools business and economics education agenda. 

No previous development education initiative had
explicitly targeted business studies and economics teachers,
and the 250,000 14-19 year olds who take examinations in
these subjects each year. ‘JB’ sought to work at multiple
levels, in schools, with teachers and their professional
bodies, with Local Education Authorities, with Initial
Teacher Education establishments, with examination boards
and QCA, with the wider development education community
and with groups outside the development/education arena,
such as commercial enterprises, to bring a global and ethical
perspective to the centre of the teaching and learning of
business studies and economics.

What can be learnt from the ‘Just Business’
experience?

1. About the importance of timing in
launching a new project. 
In seeking major funding for development education
initiatives from an external body such as DFID, the EU or
the Lottery, it is important to ‘capture the moment’ – to
anticipate the major issues that will set the
political/economic/social and educational agenda and to base
project ideas around these issues. 

It is important also to recognise key moments of
curriculum development in schools. ‘JB’, as well as focusing
on a specific moment in the evolution of business studies
and economics syllabi, was well timed to take advantage of

‘Just Business’: an experiment in development
education 

John Cameron and Stephen Fairbrass outline some of the lessons learned from the first three years of Norfolk
Education and Action for Development’s DFID funded ‘Just Business’ project, that may apply to other projects
initiated by the development education community.




